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INTRODUCTION AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

The Porta Maggiore is one of the most perfectly preserved of Roman monuments, stili stand
ing to its originai height of 25m (80 Roman feet) on a busy road junction at the beginning of the
Via Prenestina, less than an hour's walk from the Forum. Between 27 1 and 1 870 it served as the
most imposing of the city's fortified gateways, and from the Renaissance became the model for
military and civil architecture in the bugnato-rustico style, its details and proportions copied in pal
aces and civic buildings throughout the western world. To the French humanist Nicholas Audebert,
who made the first archaeological study of the Walls of Rome in 1 574, it was the finest monu
ment of its kind anywhere: "Ceste porte est non seulement la plus belle de Rome, mais aussy la
plus superbe et magnifiquement bastye qui se voye ailleurs". Until now, it has not been the sub
ject of a monograph, and has received most scholarly attention for its role as an aqueduct-bridge1 .
The monument was studied in the greatest detail in 1 83 8-40, when the post-Claudian phases
were stripped away under the direction of Valadier and Canina. The belief at the time was that
only the originai structure was worthy of preservation and scholarly attention; the word used for
the demolition of the Late Antique fortifications - sgombrimento, or ' disencumbrance' - is in
itself indicative of this. But even after these works the Porta itself was never published in any
detail, and it was the newly discovered Tomb of Eurysaces which absorbed almost all attention.
In the years since then, the Aurelianic phases of the ensemble were considered by Richmond, and
from a historical point of view the medieval surroundings have been discussed briefly in the light
of the Subiaco documents2.
The obj ective of this book is to confront the monument in all of its phases, chiefly from an
archaeological viewpoint. An archaeological focus demands that the monument' s context be con
sidered, and the study is as much about the area surrounding Porta Maggiore as the double arch
way itself. The emphasis is on those questions that have received less attention in the past:
particularly well studied monuments, such as the Tomb of Eurysaces and the columbarium of the
Statilii, will be considered in less detail. Well known controversies (the course of the urban Via
Praenestina-Labicana, the Tempie of Spes Vetus, the boundaries of the horti etc .) will not be
discussed at length unless significant new hypotheses or suggested resolutions can be offered.
New material brought to light here, and topics never considered in any detail, include the iden
tification of a large pistrinum opposite the Tomb of Eurysaces, the question of rusticated masonry
in Antiquity and after, the significance of Vespasian's inscription and its relation to the Arcus
Neroniani, the precise configuration of the fortifications of Aurelian and Honorius, the property
boundaries of the 1 0th-century settlement, the surviving remains of Nicholas v's rebuilt defenses,
and the progression of the demolitions of 1 838 - 1 840.
1
2

AUDEBERT 1 574, p. 1 1 5 . For aqueduct studies see II, below.
For the 1 8 3 8-40 works, see VII, below. RICHMOND 1 930, pp. 205-2 1 7 . LORI SANFILIPPO 1 980, pp. 26ff.
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The study developed from the archaeological report on the restoration of the Porta, the
Tomb of Eurysaces, and the adjacent sections of the Walls carried out by the Comune di Roma
(Sovraintendenza Comunale ai Beni Culturali e Dipartimento XII Lavori Pubblici) between June
and December 1999. This campaign, which most importantly guaranteed the monument' s overall
static integrity and involved the careful cleaning of its surfaces, also enabled a detailed archaeo
logical study to be made, helped by the presence of scaffolding rising to the full height of the
Anio Novus specus. The abundant new materia! regarding the physical stru,cture of the monument,
combined with the wealth of unpublished documentation from the Archivio di Stato di Roma
and the Archive of the Sovraintendenza Comunale ai Beni Culturali have demanded a far more
extensive treatment than the brief study that was initially envisaged.
The book would never have been written or published without the dynarnic and stimulating
contribution of Rita Volpe, of the Sovraintendenza Comunale, who was the archaeological director
of the 1999 works. It was she who encouraged me to persevere towards the study's completion,
provided the adrninistrative assistance to gain access to archives and subsidiary monuments, and
also willingly shared her vast knowledge of the archaeology of the Esquiline. In addition to dotto
ressa Volpe, I would like to thank the following experts in their various fields, both those who
visited the site during the restoration and engaged in helpful discussion over various difficulties,
and those who kindly offered assistance during the long months of research following the works:
M. Barbera, F. Barry, E. Bispham, P. Bono, C. Bruun, E. Canniffe, L. Cozza, O. D' Amato, J.
Delaine, L. Gambino, J. Hughes, L. Lancaster, L. Lombardi, N. Lombardo, R. Meneghini, F. Oggy,
S. Panciera, R. Parisi, R. Rea, R. Santangeli Valenzani, A. Thein, A. Wallace-Hadrill and A. Wil
son. The greatest contribution to my research has been that of Antonella Parisi. Archivists and librar
ians bave also provided the most efficient and friendly help, and I also thank: S . Bencivenga and
P. Chini (Sovraintendenza Comunale); P. Ziroli and R. Rainato (Centro di documentazione multi
media/e ATAC); G. Tortoriello (Archivio di Stato); V. Scott, A. Giovenco and all the staff of the
library of the British School at Rome. Finally, I would like to dedicate the end-result to the team
of restorers, architects, builders and technicians whose vast skill and immense hard work produced
the most important result of all - the restoration and preservation of the Porta Maggiore itself.

The Porta Maggiore is orientated south-west/north-east, but for convenience it will be described as if running
west/east. The si de facing the city is therefore termed 'north', and that towards the suburbs 'south ' .
Uncredited illustrations are b y the author.

I
THE AREA BEFORE CLAUDIUS

1. 1 . HISTORICAL AND TOPOGRAPHICAL SUM
MARY
The location which would in the mid- 1 st cen
tury AD be selected by the builders of the Aquae
Claudia-Anio Novus as the entrance point for
the new double aqueduct and the site of the
Porta Maggiore served from the earliest times
as Rome's eastern transport terminus for the
Alban Hills and the territories of her rivals the
Aequi and Volsci (Fig. 1 ) . Here diverged the
two main roads to Praeneste and Labici, towns
respectively allied to and colonised by Rome in
the 5th century BC
a period by which the
roads' complete extent must bave been formed.
Initial, earlier stretches of each artery may have
run to Gabii and Tusculum. And if the archaic
Esquiline necropolis, some of whose tombs can
be dated to the end of the gth century, relates
to a contemporary road, then what was later to
-

3 Livy refers to the use of the Via Gabina by the Roman
army in 508 BC, possibly implying its relationship with
the Porta Esquilina (II. 1 1 .5 ) ; according to Lanciani, this
would represent the initial phase of the Via Praenestina
(BCom 1 874, 43). There are further references to battles
on the Via Gabina in 463 BC (Lrv. , III. 6.7) and 390 (V.
49.6). Livy' s earliest reference to the Via Labicana cor
responds to the year 422 BC (fanum Quietis IV. 4 1 . 8 )
The question o f whether the two roads originally diver
ged immediately outside the Porta Esquilina (STR . , V. 3 .9)
has yet to be settled. Ashby observed that the presence
of two such junctions (Strabo's at the Porta Esquilina, and
the surviving ancient junction at Porta Maggiore itself)
seems most unlikely, and thus Strabo must have been in
errar (ASHBY 1 902, p. 1 50) ; cf also Grimal, who sug
gests the Via Praenestina was substituted for the Via
-

become the urban Via Praenestina-Labicana
may be of similar antiquity 3 .
Frontinus calls the area around Porta Mag
giore "ad Spem Veterem" (this is clearest when
he uses the toponym to locate the surviving
junction of the Aqua Claudia and the Arcus
Neroniani - aq. 20 and 76). There must there
fore have been a very ancient sanctuary of Spes
near the site, predating that of the mid-3rd cen
tury in the Forum Holitorium. lt is first referred
to by Livy (IL 5 1 .2) and Dionysius of Halicar
nassus (IX. 24.4) as the site of a battle between
the Romans and the Etruscans in 477 BC. Livy
uses the succinct "ad Spei", whereas Dionysius
terms it it:pòv, adding that it was eight stadia
outside the city. Colonna believes that such a
location brings Spes Vetus into a group of sanc
tuaries forrning a ring around the city walls at
the first mile of the principal roads, some of
which, like Spes, go back to the regal period4.

Tiburtina owing to a scribal errar (GRIMAL 1 936, pp. 2567). Colonna argues that the archaic necropolis is clearly
concentrated along an axis running between the Porta
Esquilina and the so-called Minerva Medica (CoLONNA
1 977, p. 1 3 3 ) ; this axis, he reasons, must relate to a "per
corso stradale".
4 Livy: primo pugnatum ad Spei. Dionysius: dJç i5è njv
re npwrT)v f.létX7JV étnò mai5iwv òndJ ri)ç n6.?cewç nOLT)a"ét

Colonna's first-mile
sanctuaries are Fors Fortuna (Via Campana), Mars (Appia),
Minerva (Latina), Spes (Labicana), Hercules (Tiburtina),
Anna Perenna (Flaminia), and the Tarentum (Via Trium
phalis) COLONNA 1 99 1 , pp. 2 1 6ff. Our toponym is also
found scratched on a cup from a nearby columbarium
(sutor ad spem vetere, CIL XV 5929), and on a grave cip
pus of Claudian date (BRizro 1 876, p. 26).
f.lEVOt napà rò ri)ç B.?cnii5oç iepòv.

-
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FIG. l

- Map o f the generai area of Porta Maggiore (FUR 31-2).

Rome' s earliest aqueducts, furthermore, all
reached the city at this point. The Aquae Appia
(3 1 2 Be), Anio Vetus (272 Be), Marcia ( 1 44
Be), Tepula ( 1 25 Be), Julia (33 BC), and the
Augustan branch of the Appia (c. 1 1 -4 BC) all
utilised sources to the east and south-east of the
city, which naturally determined their arrivai
"ad Spcm Veterem". By the mid-l't century BC
the area of the Vìa Praenestina-Labicana
necropolis was known as "Aqua Conclusa", a
toponym which suggests that some at least of
these early channels supplied lacus or cisterns
in the immediate area, prior to continuing their

course towards the Republican city walls and
the Viminal5 .
As habitation extended outwards over the
Esquiline, so the rather distant site of Spes Vetus
was brought into closer relation with urban
institutions. The archaic necropolis outside the
Porta Esquilina, which contains tombs dating
back to the late 91h century Be, appears not to
have extended beyond the area of the modern
Piazza Vittorio Emmanuele. With the successive
extension of various boundaries limiting burial
close to the inhabited zone (agger, pomerium,
Republican walls , extra-mural inscribed cippi),

5 The toponym appears i n a n epitaph in a tomb built by Q. Pompeius Bithynicus (CIL VI 33087; LTUR l, 65).
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it is logical to posit a consequent extension of
the principal funerary area outwards towards the
Porta Maggiore area, thus leading to the earliest
surviving tombs here by the later 2nd century
BC. From the Late Republican period, the junc
tion of the two main roads at Spes Vetus carne
to form one of the most visible, and therefore
sought-after, sites for the tombs of varying ran
ges of the middle classes (most notably pros
perous freedmen), as well as a favoured spot for
senatorial families to set up burial areas for their
slaves 6 .
The last (and, chronologically, the latest)
component of the site's urban context is that of
habitation. From the Late Republican period,
the area through which the aqueducts ran at
Spes Vetus carne to be occupied by the horti of
the wealthy and aristocratic - expansive areas
of parkland dotted with buildings dedicated to
leisure and private entertainment. Epigraphic
and literary evidence tells us much about the
nature and number of these properties, but their
precise topographic inter-relationships remain
the subj ect of some debate, as we shall see. Nor
is their chronology absolutely clear. No named
horti in the Porta Maggiore area are usually
dated any earlier than those of T. Statilius Tau
rus (cons. 37 and 26 BC). But Wiseman cites
Cicero 's description of the murder of Asuvius
(quasi in hortulos iret, in harenarios quasdam
extra portam Esquilinam perductus occiditur Crc., Cluent. 37) as proof that such estates
already existed here at the time of the Sullan
Civil War. Both Grimal and Wiseman associate
Livy's famous description of the zone outside
the Republican Walls between Porta Collina and

6

On the archaic necropolis, see ALBERTONI ( 1 983) and
COLONNA ( 1 977, pp. 1 33-4), who stresses that the earli
est nucleus, continuing in use to the 7th century BC, did
not spread further than the eastern end of Piazza Vittorio.
For a study of the cippi of L. Stentius and others, see
BODEL 1 994, esp. pp. 44ff. The surviving tombs at Porta
Maggiore will be considered in more detail below.
7 GRIMAL 1 936, pp. 25 1 -2. Wiseman translates the

Porta Esquilina at the time of Hannibal' s aborted
attack in 2 1 1 BC with the area as it would bave
appeared in the historian's own day : convalles
tectaque hortorum et sepulcra et cavas undique
vias (Liv. , XXVI. 10 .6f.

!.2. ARCHA E OLOG ICAL SUJVIMARY
I.2. 1 . Roads
The road-network of the area can be recon
structed in some detail, but in the absence of
any concerted stratigraphic excavation the pre
cise dating of individuai roads, and especially
their various phases, remains difficult. Gener
ally, the earliest archaeological dates for the
roads must be deduced from the dates of rela
ted structures such as city gates, tombs and sub
terranean aqueducts ; we have no archaeological
evidence for the road-surfaces themselves prior
to the Late Republic. Macro-scale archaeologi
cal survey of the two main roads in their enti
rety, that is between Rome and their ultimate
destinations Praeneste and Labici, has revealed
that, for the Via Praenestina, the surviving
ancient artery probably represents a 3rd or 2nd_
century BC project, pursuing a more direct (but
technically more demanding) route than the ear
lier Via Gabina, whose initial stretch it may have
followed; the oldest surviving component of the
road itself appears to be the first phase of the
Ponte di Nona, probably dating to the 3rd cen
tury. The Via Labicana, perhaps running initially
only as far as Tusculum in its present form, has
proved more difficult to reconstruct archaeolog
ically due to intensive modem development8 .

phrase as : "hollows, garden walls, tombs and sunken lanes"
(WISEMAN 1 998, p. 1 5 ) . Generai bibliography on the Horti
in LTUR III, 56- 8 8 ; CIMA and LA ROCCA 1 998; HASEL
BERGER 2002, pp. 1 20- 1 and pp. 143-7.
8 The earliest surviving milestone is Vespasianic, from
the first mile of the Labicana (CIL X 6882). For the Via
Praenestina and the Via Gabina, see W ARD-PERKINS 1 972,
esp. pp. 1 06-7. For the Labicana, see AsHBY 1 902, pp. 1 3 2
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FIG. 2

-

Ciancio Rossetto 's pian of finds from the excavations of 1 955-9 ( 1 973, tav. XXXIX) .

Regarding the specific site of the Porta Mag
giore, modern geologica! survey reveals a homo
geneous subsoil composed of volcanic soil over
lying a bedrock of granular tufa. Orography is
characterised by a graduai rise in the terrain from
south-east to north-west. More precise informa
tion on the ancient ground levels may be obtai
ned from Ciancio Rossetto's assembly of the
archaeological data (Fig. 2). She notes that the
terrain around the Porta sloped appreciably
downwards from a ridge marked by the line of
the Aquae Marcia-Tepula-Iulia. The Via Praene-

stina, in ali of its phases, therefore always lay
roughly l m higher than the Via Labicana, and
this is also emphasised by the basement of the
Tomb of Eurysaces: on the side facing the Via
Praenestina, the decorative travertine quoins
commence four courses (a full 2.40 m) above
those on the side fronting onto the Via Labicana9.
The Via Labicana's oldest related structure, of
course, would be the Republican Porta Esqui
lina itself, dating as far back as 378 BC
or
even the late 6th century BC, if we are to accept
that the cappellaccio blocks beneath S . Vito

and 241, and QUILICI 1 974, pp. 32 and 4 1 . For a possible
link between the Esquiline necropolis and some form of
road running between the inhabited area of the city and

Tibur, Gabii and Praeneste in archaic times, see n. 3, above.
9 FUNICIELLO 1 995, tavv. 9- 1 1 ("tufi terrosi" and "tufi
granulari") . CIANCIO ROSSETTO 1 973, p. 1 1 .

-
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belong to an earlier phase. The oldest road
levels at the Porta Maggiore to have been
detected archaeologically are those of the Viae
Labicana and Praenestina at the time of the
construction of the Tomb of Eurysaces (c. 30 Be).
However, the oldest tombs lining the Via Labi
cana outside the city, beyond its junction with
the Via Praenestina, date to the second half of
the 2nd century BC, and so earlier paved levels
must have abutted them. If we had better infor
mation regarding the great centrai drain of tufa
opus quadratum beneath the Via Labicana (see
below), we might be better able to date the
earlier levels of the road itself. With Claudius,
the road levels at the Porta Maggiore rose by
c . 5 0 cm (ascertained by the paving surviving
beneath the lower arch of the Porta's centrai
aedicule). The surviving ancient paving of both
the Viae Labicana and the Praenestina lies at
the level relating to the time of Aurelian (27 L
AD), and represents a further rise of 40 cm1 0.
Tbe ancient surfaces of subsidiary roads
encountered arcbaeologically may likewise be
given a terminus post quem by adj acent mau
solea. Tbe road wbicb crosses tbe Via Labicana
just inside tbe Porta, wbose westerly course
runs towards S . Croce (and wbose importance
in the imperia! period is confirmed by tbe mon
umental inscription wbicb Septimius Severus
placed above it as it passed beneatb the Arcus
Neroniani), must bave been in existence before
tbe tufa opus quadratum tomb wbicb fronted
onto it (c. 1 00 BC - Fig. 2 . 1 5) . In a sligbtly
later phase, wben the road bad been re-paved
at a bigber leve!, it was lined by tbree tufa col
umns, interpreted as part of a "colonnade of
Republican date" (Fig. 2 . 14). Tbe level of tbis
road at the time tbe columns were erected - at
43 .60 m a full metre lower tban tbe c. 30 Be

10

Viae Labicana and Praenestina outside tbe gate
- is further evidence for its earlier date. Also
brancbing off tbe Via Labicana in the same area
was an early road leading towards tbe Lateran
(Fig. 1 ), wbose course and terminus post quem
may be establisbed by tbe Late Republican
tombs lining it. Colini baptised tbis road Via
Caelimontana, believing it originally ran to tbe
Arch of Dolabella (Porta Caelimontana) on the
Caelian; it would tbus date at least to tbe period
of tbe construction of tbe Republican city walls.
Tbe level of tbe road taken at tbe closest point
towards Porta Maggiore, 43.68 m, matcbes tbat
of tbe ancient road Ieading to S . Croce . The
precise spot wbere tbese two roads joined tbe
Via Labicana would appear to correspond to tbe
junction with tbe Via Praenestina itself: together,
this major crossroads must bave fom1ed a sizable
open, paved area - a piazza wbich may be rep
resented by the 1 0th-century toponym "in sassi",
and its description as "silice publica", botb of
wbich are recorded in this spot in the Subiaco
Register (RS 58 and 1 22 - see V.2, below). It
is likely tbat tbe S . Croce road crossed tbc Via
Praenestina-Labicana and continued eastwards
towards S . Lorenzo, as Canina sbows in his
reconstructed pian of tbe area (Fig. 3 ) . Quilici
traces tbe course of an ancient road mirroring
at least tbe eastem end of modem Viale Scalo
S . Lorenzo, and the two probably formed a
continuous link. After tbe construction of tbe
Aurelianic Walls, tbis road's junction with tbe
Praenestina-Labicana seems to have been moved
outside tbe gateway (see IV.4, below) 1 1 .
I.2.2. Spes Vetus
Archaeological evidence for tbe Tempie of
Hope is entirely lacking. Our attenuated textual

Porta Esquilina: LTUR III, 322 and 327. CIANCIO

CoLINI 1944, pp. 75 and 385-6 and LTUR V. 135. FUR

RossEITO 1973, p. 11, n. l O (road levels), p. 17 (dating

31 labe1s this end of the road 'Via Coelimontana' , but

of the tombs).
1 1 C IANC I O ROSSETTO 1973, pp. 20-22 (colonnade and
S. Croce road and tomb). For the 'Via Caclimontana' see

rcconstructs a different course towards the Caelian. For the
road to S. Lorenzo, see QUILICI 1963-4, p. 102.
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FIG. 3

-

Canina's plan o f the Spes Vetus area ( 1 848-56, IV, tav. CCXXV).

references to the tempie are, of course,
nowhere near precise enough to show that it
did indeed lie precisely next to the Porta Mag
giore, as Canina suggested (Fig. 3 ) . Eight sta
dia, or one mile, from the Porta Esquilina
would actually correspond to a site about
200 m outside the Porta Maggiore, within the
grounds of the former Pantanella factory.
Indeed, the first milestones of both the Via Lab
icana (Vespasianic) and the Via Praenestina
(Maxentian) were found precisely 200 m out
side the Porta. Of the many references in Fron
tinus to "ad Spem Veterem", only one can be
checked with evidence on the ground: the junc
tion of the Arcus Neroniani and the Aqua Clau
dia (FRONTIN. , aq. 20 and 76). Various deriva
tion points of the Marcia-Tepula-Iulia to the
Caelian are also located "ad Spem Veterem"
(aq. 1 9 and 87) . Since the Marcia-Tepula-Iulia

lies over 1 00 m from the Claudia-Arcus Nero
niani junction, this already shows that the topo
nym is not absolutely site-specific. Further
more, the fact that the same sanctuary also gave
its name to the Horti Spei Veteris (later Sesso
rium), whose site occupies an area up to 400 m
to the south-west of the Porta, further suggests
that the phrase "ad Spem Veterem" simply rep
resented a rather vague place-name, used in the
most generai terms to signify the extensive area
where the aqueducts converged outside the
Porta Esquilina. The sanctuary itself could
therefore bave been anywhere in the broad are
between the Marcia-Tepula-Iulia and S . Croce.
It has even been suggested that, at least in later
times, the shrine was not a substantial monu
ment, but was represented merely by an aedi
cule or a statue. Given the absence of any ref
erence to the tempie (as opposed to the area)
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after the Augustan period, it seems more than
likely that it had disappeared well before the
end of the empire12.
1.2 . 3 . Aqueducts
Archaeological evidence for the pre-Claudian
aqueducts is much more abundant, partly
because stratigraphy (never taken into account
in the bulk of our sources) is less crucial for
their identification and dating than it is for that
of roads. The standing remains of the Marcia
Tepula-Iulia are the least controversia! of the
early aqueducts. Three piers of the triple chan
nel survive, one of which preserves the well
known cross-section of its superimposed triple
specus, encased in the fabric of the Aurelianic
Walls (Fig. 4). The precisely dressed and bos
sed piers , in red Anio tufa, together with the
travertine cornice and reticulate lining of the
specus, would appear to belong to Agrippa's
and Augustus' works between 3 3 and 4 BC.
Regarding the triple aqueduct's course from
here towards the city, we have few traces before
the point where its arches reappear near the
Porta Tiburtina. Nor is the aqueduct's course
outside the Walls clear. We can at least be sure
that Etienne Du Pérac 's 1 577 panorama, show
ing the arcade crossing the Via Praenestina and
then running parallel to and between the two
roads, is to be preferred to Lanciani ' s recon
struction in FUR 32, which has it crossing both
the Praenestina and the Labicana before contin
uing its course next to the Walls (Fig. 1 ) . Recent
excavations have recovered the base of one of
the Marcia's piers in the former Pantanella fac
tory, between the two roads. It is also probable

that the references in l 01h-century property
documents to an "Arcum Marmoreum", span
ning a public road immediately outside the
Porta Praenestina, represent the arch of the
Marcia as it crossed the Via Praenestina (Fig.
92, below). As is well known, it was customary
from Augustan times to give aqueducts a mon
umental aspect in such contexts (for example,
the Augustan arch of the same aqueduct at Porta
Tiburtina, the 'Arch of Drusus ' of the Aqua
Antoniniana, and the Porta Maggiore itself)13.

12 The milestone of the Via Labicana was found in 1 903

by Canina (COLINI 1 957, p. 9, n. 5). But this basement is

FIG. 4 - Triple specus of Aquae Marcia-Tepula-Iulia .

(BCom 1 903 , p. 3 7 1 ) and that of the Praenestina in 1955

almost certainly the remains of a mausoleum, as Colini in

(AMPOLO 1 968-9, p. 179). PERASSI 1 992 discusses vari
ous opinions on the shrine ' s identity and type. Colini sug

fact adrnitted.
13 Dating of the surviving piers: ASHBY 1 935, p. 1 4 1

gested very hypothetically that it might be represented by

(wrongly stating that the lower èourses are o f

the vast round mound which survives immediately inside

grotta
oscura); VAN DEMAN 1 934, pp. 1 1 6-7 (assigning the

the Porta today (our Fig. 2. 1 2), the same location chosen

piers up to the cornice to Marcius ' work); VoLPE 1996,
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The archaeological evidence for subterranean
aqueducts at Porta Maggiore presents more dif
ficulty. Frontinus describes three such channels
in the "ad Spem Veterem" area: the Aqua Appia
(aq. 5 and 65), the Anio Vetus (aq. 2 1 ) and the
Appia-Augusta (aq. 5 and 65). Excavation has
likewise revealed three underground aqueducts
at Porta Maggiore, but there is 1ittle hope of their
conforrning neatly to the three of Frontinus
(Fig. 5 ). The identification of 'P.: as the Anio
Vetus is certain, due to its construction tech
nique, which is consistent with numerous sec
tions found all along the aqueduct's well-stu
died course, both urban and extra-urban. The
clearance of the archaeological levels during
roadworks in 1 908- 1 2 also revealed a number
of hydraulic structures related to the Anio Vetus:
two square putei (termed spiracoli i n the orig
inai excavation report), one of which survives
in the present piazza (Fig. 5, ' a' and ' a2 ' ) ,
together with a small distribution-tank, which
originally preserved five outlets for lead fistu
lae ( B ) These structures, in a fine opus reti
culatum with quoins of tufelli must belong to
one of the Augustan phases of the Anio Vetus.
A subsidiary channel, connected to the surviv
,
ing puteus of the aqueduct ( ' az )" was origi
nally identified as a "fogna assai tarda", but
later reinterpreted by Ashby as part of a chan
nel directing water from the Marcia-Tepula
Iulia network down into the Anio Vetus. Ashby
proposed a connection between this and the
sequence of reticulate and brick piers which
survive next to the Aurelianic Walls near the
above-mentioned main piers of the Marcia,
which we will consider again at 11. 3 . 1 , be1ow
(Fig. 6). Given the fragmentary state of preser-

vation of all of these structures, however, cou
pled with the exiguous data recorded at their
time of excavation (the piers of Fig. 6, for
example, were uncovered some time after
the 1 908- 1 2 works), the precise connections
between all of these pre-C1audian remains must
remain supposition1 4 .
Additiona1 aqueducts in the area are a1so dif
ficult to identify. The channel marked ' C ' in
Fig. 5 was cautiously identified by Gatti as the
Augustan branch of the Aqua Appia ( 'Appia
Augusta ' ) , on the basis of its opus reticulatum
construction technique. This was not accepted
by Ashby because it ran at too high a level to
correspond to the supposed levels of the Appia
Augusta' s springs, as identified by Lanciani.
These, however, are by no means securely
attributed. Although Frontinus tells us that the
Appia itself was the second-lowest of all the
aqueducts, and certainly lower than the Anio
Vetus (aq. 1 8), the Augustan branch (which was
added to supplement the Appia) may well have
run at a higher level than the Appia. The level
of the Porta Maggiore specus ' C ' is therefore
no grounds to disqualify Gatti' s identification 1 5 .
More problematic still are finds made during
the excavations of the area in the 1 950s - a date
which precluded their treatment by the standard
authorities, Lanciani, Van Deman and Ashby.
Two sections of an underground specus were
discovered, at distances 1 8 .50 m and 1 60 m
respectively outside the Porta, running along the
east side of the ancient Labicana, a full 3 m
beneath its Late Republican level (absolute
level: 4 1 .63 m; Fig. 2.3). Most interestingly, this
channel was composed of the so-called "lapi
des perterebrati", stone blocks perforated by a

pp. 63ff (also for the stretch to Porta Tiburtina; the piers
at Porta Maggiore are attributed to the Augustan rebuild
ings). R. Rea excavated the piers at the Pantanella, due
to be published shortly. For the "arcum marmoreum" see
V.2, below; in reality, it would probably have been of tra
vertine.
14 AsHBY 1935, pp. 8 1 -2, 142, 242-3 (with earlier bib-

liography on the excavations); the side walls and roofing
of the subsidiary channel, which stili survived in Ashby's
time, have since been destroyed.
15 Gatti in BCom 1 9 1 2, p. 232; Ashby calculates Lan
ciani's springs at 28-38 m, far too low to supply an aque
duct running at ground leve! at Porta Maggiore (ASHBY
1935 , pp. 5 1 and 82).

'

'

.
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cylindrical cbannel. In otber words, tbe water
would bave been running under pressure (per
baps even in a sipbon). Regarding tbe cbronol
ogy, it was noted tbat a tomb of tbe second balf
of tbe 2"ct century BC bad been partially demol
isbed for tbe passage of tbe aqueduct, and we
migbt tberefore consider a construction date any
time tbereafter. Tbe structure cannot tben be
assigned to tbe Aqua Appia, unless we presume
it represents one of tbat aqueduct' s later rebuild
ing pbases. Tying it to a pre-Augustan pbase of
tbe Marcia or Tepula would raise a whole new
series of problems, principally tbe implication
tbat, in tbeir 2"ct-century pbases, tbese ran at
vastly lower levels than did tbeir surviving
Augustan remains . If tbe underground cbannel
is to be identified witb tbe Appia-Augusta, we
would then be lacking an identification for ' C ' ,
considered above. Furtbermore, if tbe cbannel' s
construction technique represents water cban
nelled under pressure, most likely an inverted
sipbon, we would bave to posit tbat its deriva
tion cbannel was at a considerably higber level
- something quite difficult to envisage if sucb
a cbannel was tbe low-lying Appia-Augusta. A
possible identification of tbe lapides pertere
brati will be supplied at III. l , below 1 6 .
We sbould, perbaps, conclude tbat in our cur
rent, fragmentary state of knowledge, it would
be na1ve to assume automatically tbat any
stretcb of ancient aqueduct, even tbe sbortest,
must represent an independent cbannel recorded
by Frontinus . Tbe system of brancb-lines was
almost certainly so complex tbat many of our
unidentified arcbaeological examples migbt be
nothing more tban subsidiary cbannels of any
of tbe main aqueducts, or even brancbes of
brancbes. A final observation to be made from
ali of tbis is tbat tbe Aqua Appia remains com
pletely unknown in tbe immediate zone of Porta
Maggiore. Despite tbe fact that tbe wbole area

FIG. 5 - Pian o f the aqueducts discovered i n 1908-12
(BCom 1912, p . 229) .
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The blocks are described in CIANCIO ROSSETIO
1 973, pp. 17-20.

FIG. 6 - Branch-aqueduct in opus mixtum.
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As we have seen, each of the roads in the Porta
Maggiore area was lined with tombs. Stylisticaliy,
none of these can be dated any earlier than the

second half of the 2nd century BC, and the sur
viving inscriptions are later stili: that of Quinc
tius on the 'Via Caelimontana' is dated by Coar
elli to c. 1 00 BC (CIL 12 2527); the earliest
epitaph from the necropolis of the Via Praene
stina-Labicana would date to around 70 BC or
thereafter (Q. Pompeius . Sosus, libertus of the
Bithynicus who served in that province in 75
or 70 BC CIL VI 33087). There is consider
able bibliography on ali these discoveries, and
few present any factors of great controversy.
Most seem to have belonged to reasonably
wealthy liberti of the l st century BC, or else to
the slave-families of such notables as Aulus
Aliienus (CIL J2 1 237), the Statilii and the
Arruntii. Particularly rich exceptions, to be con
sidered in more detail below, would be the vast
tumulus immediately inside the Porta Maggiore
and possibly the so-called Subterranean Basilica.
There are also the burials of collegiae, such as
the tomb of a mid- 1 st century BC societas can
to rum Graecorum (CIL I2 25 19), as weli as
numerous surface burials of slaves, recorded by
simple cippi. In the early empire, with the
absorption of many Esquiline properties into
imperia! ownership, the older columbaria were
set aside for slaves and freedmen of the impe
ria! household, and new tombs for them were
added in the same area. In total these have yiel
ded a vast haul of epigraphy revealing details
of the area's topography, and more especialiy
of the mores, social groupings and jobs and
crafts of the Late Republic and early empire.
Architecturaliy, there is the usual development
of construction technique from tufa opus qua
dratum to concrete faced in opus reticulatum
and then brick. The most common types are a
dado, above-ground chamber-tombs (especially
common along the 'Via Caelimontana' ) and

17 AsHBY 1 93 5 , p. 5 1 . For an additional early aque
duct in the area, within the grounds of the Sessorium, see
!.2.5, below.
18 CIANciO RossETTO 1 973, p. 20 and fig. 22. Even
Colini appears to have mistaken this for an aqueduct (Co-

LINI 1957, p. 4). On road-drains in generai, see RIERA
1 994, pp. 402- 1 0 and (for Aquileia) BERTACCHI 2000, pp.
72-3 (including photographs of the cardo and decumanus
during excavation, with brick-built drains visible in section
at pp. 42, 70 and 73).

outside and inside the Porta has been subject to
such extensive (but, admittedly, poorly recor
ded) excavation, it is probable that the requisite
depth has never been reached: if Ashby' s sug
gested level at the Appia's springs of 1 6 m is
correct, when the aqueduct reached Porta Mag
giore it would lie more than 20 m below cur
rent ground level17.
Also during the works of the 1 950s, a subter
ranean vaulted corridor carne to light inside the
piazza, beneath the Via Praenestina-Labicana
and running on the same axis (Fig. 2. 1 3) . Made
of weli-cut opus quadratum formed of grotta
oscura blocks, it was described by Ciancio
Rossetto as both a condotto sotteraneo and an
acquedotto. lts dimenions were not recorded,
but calculating from the levels given (42.60 m,
as against 44. 60 m for the road-paving corre
sponding to the Tomb of Eurysaces) and the
apparent size of the blocks shown in the pho
tograph, we should imagine it had an internai
height of weli over l m. The precise position,
depth, approximate size and construction tech
nique ali show that the "condotto" must in fact
represent the originai centrai drain of the Via
Praenestina-Labicana, perhaps dating to the 3rd
or 2 nd century BC (the use of grotta oscura cer
tainly suggests it is no later than c. 1 00 BC) .
The fact that such drains are more usualiy found
in purely urban contexts would be a further fea
ture of the area's transitional nature between
Suburbium and Urbs even in Republican times
(see 1.2.6, below)1 8 .
I.2.4. Tombs

-
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columbaria (concentrated particularly along tbe
Via Praenestina-Labicana just before tbe junc
tion of the Praenestina, Fig. 90 below) altbougb bumbler burials are recorded by cippi
as lying in simple ossuaries, and there are even
anonymous tile-graves . Many bave external
sculptural decoration, including representations
of tbe deceased; the columbaria of tbe Via Prae
nestina-Labicana were often decorated inter
nally witb elaborate stuccoes and frescoes (most
famously, the late l 81-century BC scenes of tbe
origins of Lavinium and Rome) . Grave goods
found in tbe columbaria included jewellery,
pots, oil-lamps and glass vases 19.
Such material bas been added to in a small
way by a bandful of finds from tbe 1 999 res
toration of the Porta Maggiore. Most notably,
anotber epitapb tablet from tbe columbarium of
tbe Statilii was found, lying loose inside tbe
piazza, where it bad been dislodged from tbe
modern foundation walls of structures overly
ing tbe Honorian inner court. Tbe marble slab,
measuring 1 8 .5 cm by 14 cm, records the burial
place of Statilia Myrine, and preserves one of
its rusted nails for fixing into tbe burial nicbe:
"S TATILIAE l MYRINE" (Fig. 7). Myrine was
apparently a relatively humble slave or liberta
taking ber name from one of tbe female mem
bers of tbe farnily. Typologically tbe slab fits
Caldelli and Ricci 's "pseudo ansa" grouping,

witb simple incised triangles forrning eacb
ansa. Tbe type forms the vast maj ority of epi
tapbs in tbe great Statilian columbarium, built
by tbe consul of 1 1 AD and continuing in use
until AD 53 (marked 'r-s-t' at Fig. 90, below) 2 0.
Also belonging in origin to a funerary mon
ument or enclosure is a mucb-worn inscribed
block of travertine whicb was re-used as early
as 40 1 -3 AD by the builders of Honorius ' and
Arcadius' Porta Labicana. Still lying in situ in
tbe window-sill of the gate ' s curtain wall, tbe
surviving fragment reads: "A]RSACE l [D]E l
svo FECIT" (Fig . 8). Tbe palaeography and
nomenclature would indicate a date in tbe early

19 Ciancio Rossetto dates the earliest tufa-built tombs
outside the Porta ;Labicana to the second half of the 2nd
century BC; one 1 was dismantled with the intention of
being reassembled in a museum (CIANCIO RossETTO
1 97 3 , pp. 17 and 20; figs. 14-17). For those of the 'Via
Caelimontana' , see COLINI 1 944, pp. 3 8 6ff; VoN HEs
BERG 1 994, pp . 46ff (also for the typology of 'roads of
tombs' in generai, which he dates no earlier than late 2"ct
century BC - pp. 3 9ff) ; COARELLI 200 1 , pp. 274- 5 ; KLEI
NER 1 976, pp. 8ff (for the portraits). The late l "-century
BC tomb type based o n the form of altar with doric frieze,
represented by that repositioned in Piazza di Porta Mag
giore in 1 924, is discussed by Torelli, who also offers a
reading of the last two lines of its (unpublished?) inscrip
tion (TORELLI 1 968, p. 3 8 ; the Histumenniae also appear

in an unpublished epitaph from another tomb found in
1 954- SOVRBCAS , faldone 9, inv. 1 3 248-9). The most
detailed study of the Via Praenestina-Labicana columbaria
is CALDELLI and RICCI 1 999, who also consider the
social context of funerary monuments of familiae (pp. 658) and provide a catalogne of the small-finds. Brizio
recorded the monuments at the time of their discovery,
considering also the humbler, surface graves (eg BRIZIO
1 876, pp . 26ff) ; see also MANCIOLI 1 9 8 3 . On the fres
coes, see B RIZIO 1 876, pp. 7ff and SANZI DI MINO 1 9 8 3 .
For the monumentum Arruntiorum, s e e CIL V I 593 1 ff and
LTUR IV, 275 .
2° For Myrine, named after the city Smyrna, see SOLIN
1 982, p. 1098. CALDELLI and Ricci 1 999, p. 29 and fig.
43; all similar examples are listed at their pp. 1 07- 1 1 8 .

FIG. 7 - Epitaph of Statilia Myrine.

